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Inverse problems of identification type for nonlinear equations are considered within the frame- 
work of optimal control theory. The rigorous solution of any particular problem depends on the 
functional setting, type of equation, and unknown quantity (or quantities) to be determined. 
Here we present only the general articulations of the formalism. Compared to classical regu- 
larization methods (e.g. Tikhonov coupled with optimization schemes), our approach presents 
several advantages, namely: (i) a systematic procedure to solve inverse problems of identification 
type; (ii) an explicit expression for the approximations of the solution; and (iii) a convenient 
numerical solution of these approximations. 

I. DIRECT PROBLEM 

We consider a system described by the state function u which satisfies the abstract operator equa- 
tion: 

The s ta te  of the system, u, and the data,  F ,  can be scalar or vector and the operator A is, in 
general, nonlinear. The independent variables of the problem, (, which in the evolution problem 
contain the time, t ,  take values in the domain R c Fin, with sufficiently regular boundary, 852. 

In order t o  fix ideas, we assume tha t  the operator A is a second order partial differential operator, 
but the present formalism is much more general, including equations of higher order, ordinary 
differential equations, hybrid systems, etc. The formulation applies as well t o  elliptic systems 
(u being independent of time) and hyperbolic (one redefines the state functions and rewrite the 
equation as a first order evolution system). 

If the system (1) accurately describes a realistic physical situation, the direct problem is well- 
posed, i.e. the data F (parameters, functions, coefficients, sources, initial and boundary values, 
etc.) determine uniquely and regularly the solution 14.l~’ 

11. INVERSE PROBLEM 

In contrast, the inverse problem which consists of determining a part of F from the solution U ,  is - 
in general - ill-posed.* In fact, in almost all the practical situations, the solution is never completely 
known and one must deal with only partial or imprecise knowledge of it.5 



Formally, the inverse problem corresponding t o  the direct problem (1) is given below: 

"Given partial (and perhaps noisy) observations, Bii, of the true solution ii, 
in a subdomain R' of the phase space, Q' C Q, and a known part, f i ,  of the (2) 
data  F ,  we seek to  determine the unknown part of the data,  f." 

This type of inverse problem corresponds t o  parameter identification in a model with known struc- 
ture involving some unknown data.6 Other inverse problems corresponding to: (i) model identifica- 
tion, (ii) reconstructions from projections, or (iii) integral equations of the first type, etc. are not 
included in our approach. 

The standard methods of solving these identification problems is based on Tikhonoff's regulariza- 
tion. In this approach, one constructs - starting from actual observations, Bii, - a cost function: 

where u is the solution of (1) for the data  F = (fi, f). The exact form of the cost functional 
and the types of norms involved depend on the concrete problem that has t o  be solved. The 
quadratic form used here makes the illustration clearer and simpler. Tikhonoff's approach and its 
variants seek to minimize the functional Jp( f )  - for a fixed p - over the set of unknown data. It 
assures - in principle - that  the observation of the solution obtained with f ,  Bu, will approach the 
actual observation, Bii. The minimization is carried out by using an optimization program. The 
functions fp which achieve the absolute minimization of Jp(f) represent the approximate solution 
of the inverse problem (2). The disadvantages of this approach are: 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
calculations difficult and inefficient. 

when /3 is very small, the problem is unstable; 
when P is very large, the solution is not accurate; 
there is no systematic procedure for finding the absolute minimum; 
there are no systematic means t o  control the approximations; 
the optimization program is implemented by "trial and error" which makes the numerical 

111. SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM BY OPTIMAL CONTROL 
METHODS 

To eliminate most of the disadvantages above, we propose a new approach to the inverse problem 
of identification, based on optimal control for operator equations as developed by J.-L. 

Our idea is t o  consider a family of functionals (3) for p 2 0. For each p strictly positive one 
consides the unknownn data,  f, as a control which belongs to  a certain bounded set, F; the control 
has t o  be adjusted - always remaining in the set - in order to minimize the functional Jp( f). The 
minimum of the cost functional over f is attained a t  the optimal control, f = fp: 

Letting the sequence of p tend toward zero, one can verify that the sequence fp converge in an 
appropriate sense t o  an element of the control set, f* E 3 (see Section 5). This element represents 
the solution - perhaps non-unique - of the inverse problem (2). 



The idea to  use the techniques of optimal control to  approximate in a systematic manner the 
solution of an inverse identification problem is new. Indeed, as mentioned above, the majority of 
the traditional approaches 4-6 couple Tikhonoff's regularization with an optimization algorithm. 
Recently, Puel et Yamamoto 'Ofl' have obtained uniqueness and stability results and reconstruction 
algorithms for the identification of sources in a wave equation. Their work is based on the results 
of exact controllability and uniqueness of the Hilbert uniqueness method (HUM) obtained by J.-L. 
Lions 12-14 .  These results are limited to  linear problems and moreover the identication is realized 
for a special type of observations. Finally, the other approaches which use the control theory - not 
necessarily optimal - for solving inverse problesm are limited t o  a particular cases where: (i) the 
equation is specified 15; (ii) the control problem is the linear quadratic type and can be treated by 
Riccati equations Is; or (iii) there is a bilinear control of a concrete type 1 7 1 1 8 .  

IV. SOLUTION OF OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 

To prove tha t  there exists an optimal control fp  which minimizes (3) one first establishes the needed 
existence, uniqueness, and a priori estimates for the solution 2~ of the direct problem (1) and uses 
a minimizing sequences argument. To characterize the optima1 control, one procedes as follows: 

- One shows that  the function f -+ u(f) is differentiable. In general, there exists a directional 
derivative (evaluated a t  the optimal control, f p ) :  

=II, ( 5 )  

which is the solution of the linear problem: 

corresponding to problem (1). The operator L is linear in $J and depends nonlinearly on fp  
and on u p  = u ( f p ) .  

- By differentiating Jp(f) and using the estimates on u and $, one obtains the characterization 
of the optimal control fp  E F that  minimizes Jp  over F. 

- In deriving this characterization, one constructs the adjoint system corresponding to  (l), for 
the adjoint function p :  

L*b; fl, fp, u p )  = 0 (7)  
and the resulting characterization for fp in terms of state and adjoint variables: 

- Replacing f p  in (1) and (7) by the characterization (8), one obtains the optimality system 
(OS): 

- The uniqueness of the solution of the OS guarantees the uniqueness of the optimal control, 
but - in general - the OS admits more than one solution, and then one has t o  analyze the 
uniqueness of fa by other methods. 



- Finally, the solution (the solutions) of the OS are calculated numerically by applying an 
iterative algorithm for two point boundary value problem (TPBVP). 

V. PASSAGE TO THE LIMIT AND SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE 
PROBLEM 

The cost functional (3) is an approximation in the sense that  the second term is artificial - as 
always in Tikhonoff regularization. By letting /? tend toward zero one expects t o  obtain a control 
fa which minimizes only the difference between the actual observation and the solution of (1) with 
f replaced by fo. 

We assume tha t  the inverse problem (2) has a solution, i.e. there exists f* E F such that  u* = u( f*)  
satisfies Bu* = BG a.e. in $2'. Then we can prove that there exists fo (not necessarily equal to f* 
such that on a (sub)sequence p i 0, we have 

and 
B UQ = B fi a.e. in Q'. 

The generic idea of justifying the result is the following: 

With f* E F, one has J p ( f p )  5 Jp(f*), i.e., 

By utilizing the a priori estimates independent of p obtained on up one has on a subsequence 
of P + 0, tha t  f p  goes toward fo and up goes toward uo ( with convergence of appropriate 
derivatives); moreover, uo = u(f0). Letting /I tend t o  0 in (ll), one also obtains Buo = BS.  Thus, 
in the observation domain the solution uo is close (ideally identical) t o  the actual measured values 
and so the control fo is identified. 

Remarks. The condition required to  ensure (10) is equivalent t o  the observability condition used 
in HUM. This result is formal in the sense that the topologies of the limits are not specified. 

VI. TWO EXAMPLES 

We applied the approach described above to  solve two concrete identification problems motivated 
by underwater, geophysical, and seismic explorations. 

6.1 Identification of the reflexion coeficient on a part of the 60undary.l~ For I' C R2, T > 0, 
and w E C(r), w < 0, we consider the spatio-temporal domain S2 = D x ( O , T ) ,  where D = 
((5, y, Z)~(Z, Y) E F, ~ ( 2 ,  y) < z < O}. We divide the boundary of the domain D in three disjoint 
parts: 



and consider the acoustic wave equation: 

utt - V(EVu) = 
u = o  
dU -= r j  

-+ fu=O dv 
u=91, U t  = g 2  

8; 

From observations ii of the solution of the system (12) effected in a subdomain R' c 52 we try t 
identify the reflection coefficient f in a boundary condition of Robin type. As before, we consider 
that the control set is bounded, 0 5 f 5 Ml and we look for a solution in L2(0,  T ;  H1(R)); the 
approximation f p  minimizes 

We obtain the explicit characterization 

where the superscript + denotes the positive part of the function and up is the solution of (12) for 
f = fp and p is the solution of the adjoint system: 

- - 

Ptt - V(EVP) = (up-- qxnt 
p = o  

in R 
on (a% x (01 T) 

on ( a q 3  x ( 0 3 )  

on ( W 2  x ( O J )  (14) 
- = o  dP 

- + f u = O  % 
dv 
p = p t = o  in D x {T} .  

6.2 
acoustic wave equations in a spatial domain D C R3 by the system 

Identification of the potential for the wave equation.l' We describe the propagation of the 

'Lltt = nu + f u  + fl 
u = o  on dD x (0,") 
'u. = 91 1 ut = g2 

in S2 = D x (0 ,T)  

in D x (0). 

iFrom observations ii effected in 52' c 52 we try to  determine the potential f. The control set is 
bounded, I f 1  5 M ,  and we look for a solution in L 2 ( 0 ,  2'; HJ(R)); the approximation fp minimizes 

We obtain the characterization 

f p  = max ( - M ~  min (Tl -WP M ) )  



where up is the solution of the system (15) for f = fp and p solves the adjoint problem: 

Ptt - AP = fpp - ("0 - qxn' 
p = o  on d D  x ( 0 , T )  
p = p t = o  in D x {T} .  

in $2 
(17) 

Remark. Both examples contain bilinear control problems. 
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